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Abstract 
 
Regarding the importance of statistics and doing statistical calculations by computer, it is necessary to 
find the ways in accordance with advanced and new computer sciences for calculation. In this research, 
architecture is presented using data-oriented approach to optimize number distribution and usage of 
memory and expedite the computing of generating random numbers. To achieve these goals, generating 
random numbers has been modeled uniformly using data-oriented approach. Data-oriented approach is an 
approach that models the concepts as data structures and required results can be achieved through data 
processing and using a special memory instead of excessive calculations. In this paper, to generate 
uniform random numbers using data-oriented approach, non-precise stack machine structure (ADRNG) 
was used for modeling. Its advantage over previous approach, which was modeling with tree, is to 
prevent excessive use of data and to save memory and to prevent necessary time for managing excessive 
data. Finally, a new data-oriented architecture is presented using this model. Results from generating 
uniform random numbers through new approach in MATLAB stimulated environment and by calculating 
standard deviation and dispersion and comparing this with previous approach shows the optimization of 
generating uniform random numbers. 
Keywords: stack machines indeterminate structure, Data-oriented, Random number generating 
I.  Introduction 
Nowadays, regarding the application of statistics and probabilities in various fields such as 
diagnosis, banking, financials, accounting, exchange, educational issues, industry, 
psychology, artificial intelligence, we can understand the importance of this science. 
Statistics is used in uncertain and stochastic systems using tools such as random variable and 
probability functions. Regarding statistics being applicable and scientific, random numbers 
generating requires higher speed and accuracy as time passes. Therefore, researchers try to     International journal of Computer Science & Network Solutions                 November.2013-Volume 1.No3 
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optimize random number generating and meet the application needs in different important 
fields. Generally, two main issues are proposed for solving problem using computer science: 
memory and high speed. In last decades, low memories were assumed for solving problems 
due to shortage and high price of high memories, i.e. consuming low memories with low 
speed were preferred. The goal of statistics is to achieve the best information close to reality 
using available data. To achieve this important goal, a tool is defined with pragmatic identity. 
Human uses pragmatic approach for calculating. Pragmatism is a method that is used for 
solving problems using step-by- step deduction and to reach to the answer, it requires 
analysis and conducting long steps like a human brain identity. So far pragmatism was 
functionally used for generating random numbers. Science of pragmatics has used lower 
memory for solving problems in addition to human brain and step- by- step identity. 
Therefore, the speed to reach to an answer requires calculation and consequently time for 
reaching an answer will be longer. Computer science and creating memories with higher 
speed, smaller size, and lower costs has had a significant progress in last decades. Thus, value 
of speed vs. memory usage has been preferred. Nowadays adequate memory with high speed 
is easily available with low price. Therefore, with computer science progress and high speed 
and large memory, it doesn't seem reasonable to frugality in memory usage versus losing 
speed and, high speed is important in solving problems to reach an answer. Also data-
oriented science requires high speed but, today using more memory meets more needs rather 
that pragmatism and is based on new computer structures. For modeling data-oriented 
approach, adequate data are used which makes calculations easier and needs less calculation 
and analysis. 
II.  Data-oriented definition 
Concepts can be modeled into data structures using data-oriented theory. Regarding increase 
in data process speed and data storage capability due to increase in memory, now generating 
models with large amount of data according to modern computers are used well. Data-
oriented theory is designed using questions and answers instead of needing calculation and it 
solves the problems by large amount of data. (Habibizad-Navin, et al,2012). First it stores 
data using data structure appropriate to the problem and then the answer is found using the 
formatted data and using less calculations and with no need to complex algorithms. This 
approach that answers the problems with many data and a few calculations is called data-     International journal of Computer Science & Network Solutions                 November.2013-Volume 1.No3 
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oriented approach. In pragmatic method, complex algorithms and difficult calculations are 
used to solve the problems (Habibizad-Navin, et al,  2005). 
Data-oriented approach is studied in four aspects: 
•  Data-oriented theory 
•  Data-oriented modeling 
•  Data-oriented architecture 
•  Data-oriented design and implementation 
Data-oriented principles and its accuracy about different problems are studied in data-
oriented theory. Data- oriented modeling models the concepts as data structures and using 
such structures makes required deduction about the problem possible which was previously 
possible using complex functions and algorithms. Considering our desired data structure, 
putting particles next to each other is called data- oriented architecture which usually includes 
one unit of memory, one small process unit, input, and output. In general the main goal of 
data-oriented approach is to increase the amount of memory usage and to decrease the 
amount of calculations and processes. Memory in data- oriented architecture has a special 
importance and a specific memory is designed for every model. Process unit is a very small 
unit in data-oriented architecture which performs a fast and simple calculation. Data-oriented 
design and implementation is at the hardware level of transistor and gate. The presented 
architecture is implemented in terms of hardware. 
III.  Non-precise stack machines definition (NPDA) 
 can choose more than one later status by reading one letter of the input track and seeing one 
sign of alphabets upside the stack in every status.  
Notice: NPDA machines can implement indefinite stack languages. 
Theorem: if there is one NPDA for L1 that 1 ) ( L L M = , so L1 is an independent language of 
the context. 
IV.  Grammars independent of the context 
 grammars independent of the context also on the left side of the rules have only one variable 
but, on the right side, rules have no restrictions and can have whatever combination of 
variables and letters and terminal.     International journal of Computer Science & Network Solutions                 November.2013-Volume 1.No3 
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V.  Language and alphabetic letters of random numbers: 
A.             G=(V,Σ,S,P) 
B.  ∑ ={.,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 
 
VI.  Random number generating machine 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure. 1. Uniform random number generating machine 
We call this approach as ADRNG due to uniform generating of random numbers and using 
machine. In Figure. 2. if the beginning state is assumed as 0/ we go to the next step with 
numbers such as {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} and we assume the next step as the final one. So, all 
numbers are generated. Now for generating second and third decimal digit, etc. and final state 
turns back to itself to establish the cycle with numbers such as {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}. The 
probability for generating each one-digit number is 0.1 and for two-digit number is 0.01. It 
means that it is multiplied by 0.1 for each decimal digit of random number. So, for each 
cycling from beginning state to final state or from final state to beginning state, it is 
multiplied by 0.1. 
VII.  Random number generating grammar: 
G: S→ A 
A → 0A 
A → 1A 
A → 2A 
A → 3A 
A → 4A 
A → 5A 
A → 6A 
A → 7A 
A → 8A 
A → 9A 
A → λ 
0/  
A  
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7, ,8,9  
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VIII.  Simulation results 
For comparing the uniformity of the random numbers, deviation variable is generated for 
random numbers using equation 1 and dispersion is produced by equation 2 for generated 
random numbers using the presented architecture through ADRNG in Simulation MATLAB 
Software. A sample of simulation result for n=3 is observed in Figure. 2. (Habibizad-Navin, et 
al.,  2007a). 
A.  5000 random numbers are generated through ADRNG approach. 
B.  [0, 1] is divided into 100 sub-spans with equal length and no overlapping. 
We calculate the deviation and dispersion using equations (1). (Habibizad-Navin, et al.,  
2012b). and (2). 
sf  =
∑ (     )     
   
                                                                  (1)  
   =Max  − Min                                                                 (2)   
Comparing two approaches of data-oriented architecture (Habibizad-Navin, et al,2007) 
uniformity improving method (UIM).  
IX.  Comparing in terms of frequency 
In UIM, for generating random numbers by increase in digits of generated random 
numbers, we need a data-oriented memory with lots if number banks. Figure. 2 .  is a 
frequency histogram for generated random numbers using UIM. Figure. 3. is a frequency 
histogram for generated random numbers using ADRNG. Comparing these two figures, it 
is indicated that dispersion of ADRNG is less. The less the dispersion is, the more 
uniformly are generated the numbers. Therefore, ADRNG is optimized in terms of 
generated random numbers. 
Figure. 3. Frequency of 5000 random 
numbers in a definite span for ADRNG 
architecture.   
  
Figure. 2. Frequency of 5000 random  
 numbers in a definite span for UIM 
architecture.   
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For more precise compare, dispersion and uniformity variables of generated random 
numbers via proposed ADRNG approach are added to a UIM table presented in 
(Habibizad-Navin, et al.,  2007a).to be compared in TABLE. 1. of simulation result in 
terms of uniformity. 
 
I.  TABLE I 
Comparing Parameters 
Method  maxf  minf  Lf  Sf
2 
MATLAB software  76  32  44  67.1 
UIM method  66  33  33  56.58 
ADRANG method  64  34  30  54.67 
 
As it can be seen, the uniformity in ADRNG has improved. Since UIM simulation is for 
n=3, ADRNG is also simulated for n=3. But the proposed method for greater ns has been 
also optimized which is simulated in Figure. 4. in terms of sf
2 for various ns. Figure. 5. is 
simulated in terms of Lf for various ns. Considering numbers dispersion and achieved Lf 
and sf
2, numbers uniformity is optimized in this kind of memories regarding decimal 
digits increase. Thus ADRNG is more appropriate for generating random numbers with 
decimal digits. 
 
Figure. 5. Random numbers dispersion with the 
length of n.  
 
Figure. 4. Random numbers standard deviation 
with the length of n. 
 
X.  Comparing in terms of memory: 
In comparing generation of random numbers by modeling through data-oriented 
approach, the tree structure (UIM), and modeling random numbers through data-oriented 
approach with ADRNG, which are proposed in this thesis, consumed memory is studied. 
In UIM structure, memory increases exponentially with increase in the number of decimal 
digits, i.e. it has 10 digits. Since tree structure does not have return mode, it is no possible 
to prevent repetitive numbers. But in the proposed structure using machine approach, it is 
possible to make a turn, repetitive numbers are prevented, and ADRNG memory has 
fixed length of 100. In TABLE.2., two methods are compared in terms of memory. So, 
ADRNG approach is optimized in term of memory. 
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TABLE II 
Comparing UIM and ADRNG in Terms of Memory. 
Consumed memory in UIM  Consumed memory in 
ADRNG 
Number of decimal digits 
10  10
2 
1 
10
3 
10
2
  3 
10
6 
10
2
  6 
10
10 
10
2
  10 
XI.  Conclusion 
The presented architecture using ADRNG is compared to UIM generating random 
numbers using data-oriented approach in terms of memory and number dispersion. By 
increase in the length of decimal digits, UIM increases exponentially, while; length of 
memory is fixed regarding ADRNG approach. So memory usage is optimized. Dispersion 
criteria for these methods have been also compared. The result of comparing expresses 
the optimized uniformity of generated random numbers through ADRNG. It is also 
possible to generate random numbers having more decimal length and better uniformity 
by ADRNG. 
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